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Abstract—Traditionally, we usually utilize the method of
shotgun to cut a DNA sequence into pieces and we have to
reconstruct the original DNA sequence from the pieces, those
are widely used method for DNA assembly. Emerging DNA
sequence technologies open up more opportunities for molecular
biology. This paper introduce a new method to improve the
efficiency of reconstructing DNA sequence using suffix array
based on CUDA programming model. The experimental result
show the construction of suffix array using GPU is an more
efficient approach on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3110K quad-core and
NVIDIA GeForce 610M GPU, and study show the performance
of our method is more than 20 times than that of CPU serial
implementation. We believe our method give a cost-efficient
solution to the bioinformatics community.
keywords-CUDA, DNA Sequence assembly, GPU, shotgun
method , Supersring, Suffix Array, Radix Sort
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in molecular biology techniques such as
automated DNA sequencing require scientists to promptly
gather huge amounts of gene sequence and expression
data. Due to such a heavy amount of data, the projects of
genes become a time-consuming and challenging problem,
and the development of bioinformatics required to reach
an optimal performance. Several efforts have been made
to increase the speed or to reduce the computational cost.
The shotgun sequencing strategy has been used widely in
genome sequencing projects. In this thesis, we shall state the
DNA assembly problem with data obtained by the shotgun
approach is special case, and also show that the shortest
common superstring is not necessarily the correct solution.
The data of the DNA assembly problem that we present is
shown to be special and satisfy some special condition. The
modified method first pointed by J. P. Lu, DNA Sequence
Assembly,[1]. In computational methods, biological sequences
are viewed as strings and this paper introduce the suffix
array which is a widely used method for bioinformatics . The
method that we present to accelerate the DNA reconstruction
is searching by suffix arrays based on CUDA.
Now CPU microprocessor based on a single central
processing promote the performance of the computer
application and reduce cost, making the floating point
arithmetic achieved 11 times per second single chip, the era
of the many-core processor has begun .[2] The emergence
of many-core architectures, such as compute unified device
architecture(CUDA)-enabled GPUs.[3]. Life science have
emerged as a primary application area for the use of GPU
computing. High-throughput techniques for DNA sequencing
and gene expression analysis have led to a data explosion.
Prominent examples are the growth of DNA sequence
information in NCBIs GenBank database and the growth of
protein sequences in the UniProtKB/TrEMBL database. Due
to the exponentially growing of DNA bases, the development
of bioinformatics need to reach an optimal performance.
Several efforts have been made to increase the convergence
speed or to reduce the computational cost. Suffix array
which is naturally considered be high parallel is constructed
by CUDA, and the implementation shows the solving
reconstruction of DNA problem on CUDA is a good and
efficient method.
II. GENERAL INTRODUCTION OF CUDA
CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is an
extension of C/C++ to write scalable multi-threaded programs
for CUDA-enabled GPUs.[4] CUDA is a parallel computing
platform and programming model invented by NVIDIA.
It enables dramatic increases in computing performance
by harnessing the power of the graphics processing unit
(GPU)[5][2]. The GPU is treated as a coprocessor that
executes data-parallel kernel code. The user supplies a single
source program encompassing both host (CPU) and kernel
(GPU) code. Since yielded in 2007, hundreds of millions
of computers equipped with CUDA processing capability
of GPU is widely used by people, CUDA to users through
a widely used inexpensive hardware performance provides
a good opportunity to reduce the floating point arithmetic
or other numerical computation time.[4] GPU parallel
technology is now widely used in various fields, the GPU
high-speed parallel processing capabilities could be used
in digital image processing algorithms,discrete simulation,
general computing, greatly improving the computational
speed, because the GPU performance characteristics can be
applied to numerical calculation and matrix processing.[6]
The CUDA programming model is very well suited
to expose the parallel capabilities of GPUs. The latest
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Fig. 1. CUDA Architecture
generation of NVIDIA GPUs, based on the Tesla architecture,
supports the CUDA programming model and tremendously
accelerates CUDA applications. CUDA threads may access
data from multiple memory spaces during their execution as
illustrated in fig1.Each thread has a private local memory.
Each thread block has a shared memory visible to all threads
of the block and with the same lifetime as the block. Finally,
all threads have access to the same global memory.
III. DNA SEQUENCE RECONSTRUCTION AND RELATED
ALGORITHM
In molecular biology filed, we often utilize the method of
shotgun to cut a DNA sequence into pieces and we have
to reconstruct the original DNA sequence from the pieces.
This process is often practiced because a DNA sequence is
a long one and we have to cut it before we can study it.
[7]Reconstructing the DNA sequence from a set of substrings
efficiently becomes important and tough problem.In this paper,
we shall first point out that the DNA assembly problem with
data obtained by the shotgun approach is special in the sense
that there may be several feasible solutions and we have no
way to know which one is the original one. A DNA sequence
is represented by a string of characters drawn from a four-
letter alphabet (A, C, G, and T) corresponding to the four
monomeric bases of which the DNA polymer is composed. A
piece, or fragment, corresponds in our context to a sub-string
[8]. In the thesis, we mainly give a DNA assembly problem
with data obtained by the shotgun approach which is special
in the sense.The tradition problem can be defined as : given
a string D = (d1, d2, d3, d4..) which are obtained from an
original string by using shotgun method, the main work is to
reconstruct the original string from the D.
Fig. 2. DNA Cutting segment
In the picture 2 depict the sequence cut into m segment by
the first shotgun. The picture demonstrate the second cutting.
Now assume we just obtain two sets of segment and input the
segment into only one group which contain the two segments,
the problem will be (m+n) segment. As given for example :
assuming we have a string :
abthatb, hatbpaab, tbabhhatbpaa, paabtabh, bhaabtpb
In order to reconstruct the original sequence, there are
many methods proposed, For example, Gallant et al. Have
shown that the determination of the shortest common
superstring (SCS) for a fourletter alphabet, in which the
fragment assembly problem can be recast, is NP-complete
(i.e., computationally infeasible for large data sets) [Gallant
et al., 1980]. Even the over-simplified, reduced approach
of modeling fragment assembly as determining the order
of beads (fragments) on a string is NP-complete [9]. Now
people are using a method called ” superstring ” to deal with
such problem, so we can get the weighted directed graph
Fig. 3. weighted directed graph
in fig3, in the picture we get maximal Hamiltonian path :
abthatb⇒ tbabhhatbpaa⇒ hatbpaab⇒ paabtabh⇒ bhaabtpb
As followed, we can obtain the sequence :
abthatbabhhatbpaabtabhaabtpb
this is also the shortest common superstring
abthatbabhhatbpaabtabhaabtpb
of the input string . The superstring problem was proved to
be an NP-hard. Obviously, we must follow the rule :
DEFINITION : The DNA sequence reconstruction problem ,
given an error rate 0 ≤ µ < 1 and F of fragment sequences,
find shortest sequence S such that for every fragment A ∈ F
, there is a substring B such that[10]
min (A,B),(A¯, B)≤µ|A|
But in some cases , the situation is different .
Fig. 4. special situation
In picture 4, we can easily find if two segment cut in a
same position, it cannot manage to reconstruct the original
DNA sequence. In this case, we must suppose all breaking
position are different. So this paper do not introduce the DNA
sequence assembly as the shortest superstring problem.First,
we called a fragment Dk ’fir’ when the Dk is prefix of another
fragment or there is a fragmentDi being the prefix of Dk. The
basic idea would follow the process as depicted :
Fig. 5. DNA sequence reconstruction
we can easily find that both of d1 and d3 are ”fir”, in other
wordS, the d3 is prefix of d1. In the case, it notes that if one
fragment and another are both fir fragment, especially one
of them is not very short,sometimes we can assert it has high
probability that both of them are the beginning fragment. After
finding the d3 is the prefix of the d1 , we cut the d3 from the
prefix d1, so we can get the remain we called ”d
′
3”,depicted :
Fig. 6. DNA sequence reconstruction
and the remain fragment can induce we to next process as
we did.
Fig. 7. DNA sequence reconstruction
This process is repeated again and again until we have the
get situation: It is notable that sometimes the fragments we
choose may not be what we want, so in this method it let RS
be the result of the concatenation of the selected fragments. If a
fragment is neither selected nor marked by this method , it also
illustrate the RS is not a superstring of the input fragments.In a
same way,the RS won’t be the correct reconstructed sequence.
In order to deal with the situation, the method must use the
back-track to reach the condition we expect. Observation in
the picture:
Fig. 8. DNA sequence reconstruction
the picture show a situation we always want to avoid, in this
case there are obvious three fir fragments which are d1, d4,
d6. We can simple find d1 is the prefix of d6 and d4, but how
could we do next. suppose we choose the d1 and d6, we cut the
d1 segment from the d6 and we can obtain new fragment d6,
it is notable that there is no fragment in the sequence after the
cutting. So the back-tracking is need to solve the problem, the
next step we should choose the others d1 and d4, now remove
the d1 segment from the fragment d4, the remain segment of
d4 make process continued. We give another situation which
is not satisfied to explain how terrible these cases are. Look
this case shown :
Fig. 9. DNA sequence reconstruction
It is so clear find the d1 and d4 are fir. First we cut remove
the d4 segment from the fragment d1 and then we will find the
d1 in red is the prefix of d5 and d6, this time we must choose
two fragment to eliminate the redundant segment. Suppose we
select the d1 and d6, process will terminate at this step, because
there is no fragments whose are fir. If we change a little in
the picture, we turn the segment d6 in blue into segment d7.
Now some mistakes might happen, after the first step which
remove the segment d4 from the segment d1, it is not difficult
for us to find three fragment are fir (d1, d5 and d6). Let d1 and
d6 into the execution flow first, it obtains a wrong solution.
Because d1 is equal to d6, we regard the segment d6 as last
fragment on the basis of the method. So the fragment d2 d3 d5
d7 are unselected fragment. Given three cases to demonstrate
the back-tracking is need when the wrong situation occurs.
IV. PARALLEL METHOD FOR RECONSTRUCTION BY
SEARCHING IN SUFFIX ARRAY
This method we proposed has been proved to be a good and
heuristic algorithm, but the experiment shows the algorithm
has disadvantage of execution efficiency . But we can find the
problem that it always need back-tracking when the process
reach a wrong situation and it is obviously time-consuming
job with increasing number of DNA sequence. As far as we
know, Backtracking method is a kind of heuristic solving
methods. If the test is successful, namely it gets solution;
If the test fails, it shall gradually back, further testing in
other route. But with the growing demanding of The Human
Genome project, we need high efficiency of method to meet
the demand of development.
In this paper we introduce a method to construct suffix
array based on GPU for improving the efficiency of the
search of ID,when back-tracking happen. The suffix array is
a space-efficient data structure that allows efficient searching
of a text for any given pattern. The suffix array is basically a
sorted array Pos of all the suffixes of a text.[11] So it is easy
and efficient for suffix array for binary search to solve the ID
matching testing whether one of fragment in D is the prefix
of X or X is the prefix of one in D. Traditional method build
suffix array can be in O(nlog(n)). Our method to construct
the suffix array using radix sort algorithm is a simple yet
very efficient sorting method that outperforms many well
known comparison-based algorithms for a certain type of
keys such as integer. The sorting algorithm used within each
pass of radix sort is typically a counting sort or bucket sort.
To compute the output index at which the element should be
writtenłwhich we will refer to as the rank of the element. we
must simply count the number of elements in lower numbered
buckets plus the number of elements already in the current
bucket.[11]
Now CUDA is considered to be a good way to drastically
reduce the runtime. CUDA has their own advantage over
other platform. it has its own characteristics.For example if
we use CUDA global memory, its memory large storage but
speed of read and write is slow, so we are going to use Shared
memory. The main abstractions on which CUDA is based are
the notion of a kernel function, which is a single routine that
is invoked concurrently across many thread instances;[12] A
software controlled scratchpad, which CUDA calls the shared
memory, in each SIMD core and barrier synchronization.
CUDA presents a virtual machine consisting of an arbitrary
number of streaming multiprocessors (SMs), which appear as
32-wide SIMD cores with a total of up to 512 thread contexts
(organized into warps of 32 threads each).[13]. This approach
to implementing radix sort is conceptually quite simple.
Given scan and permute primitives, it is straightforward to
implement illustrate in 10
Fig. 10. Scan to radx sort
Parallelizing radix sort approach is also based on dividing
the sequence into blocks that can be processed by independent
processors. This algorithm uses radix sort to sort individual
chunks of the input array. Chunks are sorted in parallel by
multiple thread blocks. Chunks are as large as can fit into the
shared memory of a single multiprocessor on the GPU. Chunks
are as large as can fit into the shared memory of a single
multiprocessor on the GPU. Given a string S = {s1s2s3..sn},
divide S into every single chunk like chunk1 = {s1s2..si},
chunk2 = {si+1si+2..sd}, ..chunk.. = {s.., .., sn}.illustrate
in 11
Fig. 11. chunks of divided S
. Thus for k-bit keys, radix sort requires k steps. Our
implementation requires one scan per step. The fundamental
primitive we use to implement each step of radix sort is
the split primitive. The input to split is a list of sort keys
and their bit value b of interest on this step, either a true
or false. [12]The output is a new list of sort keys, with all
false sort keys packed before all true sort keys. With split,
we can easily implement radix sort. We then initialize our
current bit to the least-significant bit of the key, split based
on the key, check if the output is sorted, and if not shift the
current bit left by one and iterate again. When we are done,
we copy the sorted data back to global memory. With large
inputs, each chunk is mapped to a thread block and runs in
parallel with the other chunks . Implementation of each pass
of the radix sort for the i-th least significant digit using four
separate CUDA kernels.[14]
1 . Sort each block in on-chip memory according to the
i-th digit using the split primitive .
2. Compute offsets for each of the r buckets, storing them
to global memory in column-major order .
3. Perform a prefix sum over this table.
4. Compute the output location for each element using the
prefix sum results and scatter the elements to their computed
locations
After each block-size chunk is sorted, we use a recursive
merge sort to combine two sorted chunks into one sorted
chunk. The the pseudocode is depicted in Alg.1 is In the kernel
function cudaDC3RS. In the kernel function id is a private
register with respect to a thread respectively, which denote as
thread index.Follow the Alg.1 all single block of subsequence
are organized into a string array S ,so that the exclusive thread
can be mapped into S[id]. Then each subsequence is executed
respectively so as to the indexed structure enable all threads
to string matching simultaneously by means of radix sort
algorithm supported by GPU.
Fig. 12. performance of CPU and kernel execution of GPU
Fig. 13. average speedup ratio between GPU and CPU
.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
The DNA sequence reconstruction performance executed
on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3110K quad-core running at
2.40GHZ with 2.0GB RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce 610M
GPU(kepler architecture) which has a total of 48 streaming
multiprocessors operating at a clock rate of 900 MHZ.
We obtained DNA sequence from NCBI database(Bacillus
megaterium MSP20.1 sequence) to testify the method as we
described. And several sets of Ds sequence ranging from
1024 to 1048576 were implemented in the experiment. a
kernel and organize its execution in a grid of thread blocks,
Each block is assigned to a Streaming Multiprocessor (SM).
For each SM task allocation unit can allocate up to eight
blocks. Each warp is made up of 32 threads. SM is one
of the four instruction is minimum delay instruction cycle.
Eight SP adopted launch an instruction, the implementation
of four line structure. So Warp composed of 32 threads are
the smallest units of CUDA program execution, and the same
Warp is strictly serial, therefore is no synchronization in the
Warp. And if the number of thread in each block is not a
multiple of 32, that it will put the rest of the thread into a
warp independently; For example, thread number is 66, there
will be three warp: 0-31, 32-63, 64-63. Due to there are two
needless threads in a warp, so in calculation, is equivalent to
waste the computing power of the 30 thread; This is in setting
the thread in the block number must be to noticed In the 12
depicts the difference performance of different allocation of
threads. The line of GPU1 stands for the number of threads
in each block is not multiple of 32, GPU2 stands for the
number is multiple of 32.
Algorithm 1 KERNEL FUNCTION FOR CONSTRUCTION
OF THE SUFFIX ARRAY
1: while each i < 32 do
2: row = blockIdx.x ∗ twidth+ threadIdx.x;
3: col = blockIdx.y ∗ twidth+ threadIdx.y;
4: id = row ∗ width+ col;
5: settheindexforeachthreads
6: b[id] = (S[id] i)&1;
7: // record i th bit of each element
8: syncthreads();
9: e[id] = b[id]⊗ 1;
10: syncthreads();
11: temp[id] = e[id];
12: syncthreads();
13: for all oFF = 1 , and,oFF < n do
14: //scan the 1s table to accaculate prefix sum of each
element
15: oFF  1;
16: if id ≤ oFF then
17: temp[id] = temp[id− oFF ] + temp[id];
18: else
19: temp[id] = temp[id];
20: end if
21: synctreads();
22: end for
23: f [id] = temp[id];
24: syncthreads();
25: tof = e[n− 1] + f [n− 1]
26: t[id] = id− f [id] + tof ;
27: syncthreads();
28: d[id] = b[id]?t[id] : f [id];
29: //array d store the index of the sorted S
30: syncthreads();
31: OutS[d[id]] = S[id];
32: S = OutS;
33: end while
In previous experiment, the most disadvantage in the al-
gorithm is the high cost of run-time in the implementation
with massive amount of data. the CUDA designed for deal
with massive data parallel computing problem now is used to
implement the DNA sequence reconstruction, in the picture 12
show that the difference performance between CPU and GPU
performance and in picture 13 show the rate speedup beteen
the execution on CUDA architecture and series computing
on Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 by CPU. Compared with
CPU implementation which is executed on Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010, we can easily find the tremendous distinction
between CPU and CUDA platform on the execution efficient
when the amount of DNA fragment has sharp increased. The
improvement of DNA sequence reconstruction is more than
20 times than the previous experiment and it proves the idea
is practical and efficient method.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper show a method of accelerating of reconstruction
of DNA using suffix array by CUDA. The implementation was
given as execute on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3110K quad-core
and NVIDIA GeForce 610M GPU(kepler architecture) which
are applicable for accelerating DNA sequence reconstruction.
The result reveals the DNA sequence reconstruction is high
time-consuming project with the growing number of DNA
sequence, and construction of suffix array has been parallelized
could dramatically increase the efficiency which has been
speed up more than 20 times compared with the CPU series
execution.
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